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This is what most lab equipment looks like. We don’t
want to make the same mistake.
Panorama Laboratories is working hard on building the smart lab of the
future. We are redesigning what a lab is supposed to look like and feel like
from the ground up.
We are in the process of receiving funding, and want to hit the ground running
once we receive it. We are looking for a “startup minded” industrial designer
that can help us develop eﬃcient, user friendly and aesthetically pleasing lab
tools. Is that you?
The Job:
From April 2019, we will be adjusting and completing our ﬁrst product. The
founding team has quite a lot of prototyping experience, but we need to go to
the next level.
The following tasks have to be done in the next year:
- Create a practical and aesthetically pleasing enclosure.
- Determine a great user interaction workﬂow for calibration and installation
- Small scale production of 0-series on our 3D printers
- Design of the charging stand
- Packaging design (we really want to stand out!)
- Prototyping of future products
We need someone who is:
- Creative in design
- Great at 3D-CAD modeling
- Self-suﬃcient in time management
- Experienced in rapid prototyping designs
- A native speaker in either English or Dutch
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Extra awesome would be:
- Someone with experience with electronics/circuitry prototyping/ﬁrmware.
- Someone with experience with mass production pipelines.
- A person, not a Ninja, Guru, Rockstar, Wizard, Happiness Oﬃcer or Jedi. We
are a startup company and hope to supply you with a job, not a space opera
experience.
- Someone proﬁcient in speaking both English and Dutch.
We oﬀer:
- Initially, a part time contract for 3 months (16h/w) at €12.50/h (after tax).
- Growth potential - Scale with the company to a full time, reasonably paying
job in a year.
- A great working environment with your own (practically) prototyping space
(which you’ll have a say in how we set it up!).
- Vesting stock options at contract renewal.
- Flexibility - Some oﬃce time/prototype space time will be required, but
several tasks can be done from home.
What we need for the application:
- Your portfolio.
- A motivation letter/video/poster/any other medium containing the answers
to the following questions (short or long, whatever suits you):
- What project that you have worked on makes you most proud? Why?
- What do you expect from working at a startup company?
- What would you like to learn from/with us?
- What is your favorite extracurricular activity? Why?
- If you want to send it, your CV.
Contact:
Jan Zender
work@panorama.bio

